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3D Printers

3D Printer Compact
Accurate and quiet  at home and in the classroom
This unique and exclusive printer developed by Colido, is the best option in terms of 
3D printers for educational and home use. It has a compact design and a transparent 
methacrylate to ensure the possibility of use in classrooms.metacrilato transparente 
para asegurar la posibilidad del uso en las aulas.

Layer resolution 0.1 - 0.3 mm

Printing volume 130 x 130 x 130 mm

Filament type PLA

Connectivity USB

3D Printer D1315 Plus
Maximum speed and resolution

Its simple design and the incomparable speed given by its light moving parts allow 
printing in record time and with great precision. 

Layer resolution 0.05 mm

Printing volume 130 x 150 mm

Filament type PLA

Connectivity USB

Includes  
Software
Dibuprint 3D

Specialists in the
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
of the best products and services
of 3D PRINTING
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3D Printer CoLiDo X3045
Advanced 3D printing for professionals and businesses

With this large format 3D printer, our prototypes, models, spare parts or personalized 
design are guaranteed of the best quality and durability, both in prints obtained in 
PLA and ABS.

Layer resolution 0.1 - 0.3 mm

Printing volume 300 x 300 x 450 mm

Filament type PLA / ABS / TPU / PA / PC+/ PETG

Connectivity USB, SD Card, Ethernet

3D Printer 3.0 Wifi
Wireless print
This compact 3D printer has all types of existing connection: Wi-Fi - Ethernet - USB - 
SD card. Upload your files to G-Code and start printing without having to be present 
by remote control.

Layer resolution 0.1 - 0.3 mm

Printing volume 225x145x140 mm

Filament type PLA / ABS / TPU / PETG

Connectivity USB, SD Card, WIFI

3D Printer  CoLiDo Cubic
Shows the printing process from all four sides
The CoLiDo Cubic 3D printer lets you quickly bring your ideas to life. This model is 
perfect for showing, teaching and learning, you can view the printing process from 
all four sides. Let’s take advantage of the fantastic model creation experiences!

Layer resolution  0.05 mm

Printing volume 200 x 200 x 195 mm

Filament type PLA 

Connectivity USB, SD Card, Ethernet

3D  Printer 3.0
Stop & Start on demand 
This robust, affordable and quality 3D printer lets you enjoy an improved 3D printing 
experience with the ability to stop and resume 3D printing on demand.

Layer resolution 0.1 - 0.3 mm

Printing volume 225x145x140 mm

Filament type PLA / ABS / TPU / PETG

Connectivity USB, SD Card, Ethernet

Includes  
Software
Dibuprint 3D

Includes  
Software
Dibuprint 3D
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Color Pink

Weight 1kg

Color Orange

weight 1 kg

3D printer filaments 

The best choice for your 3D printer

Industrial materials designed to provide the best results. CoLiDo filaments 
are formulated to ensure the best print quality, are common polymers in va-
rious industries and cover most technical applications.

PLA Basics 
Perfect for home, educational and industrial use. These original assem-
bled filaments have a stable diameter throughout the coil and without bu-
bbles, tested millimeter by laser technology, to obtain a perfect finish of 
your parts.

Peso 1kg 

PLA Termocrhomique
The material of this Colido filament has the ability to change color depen-
dind from the temperature. Perfect for creative arts, bricolage, educational 
sector... It has an interesting texture and endings with an high rate of con-
centration to acreate pieces without deformations.

PLA Shining
¡The objects you believe will glow in the dark! Uniform and stable diameter 
for an optimal finish.
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3D Printer filaments 

Weight 1 kg 

PLA  Wood
This Colido filament stands out for the interesting creative possibilities it 
offers. Wood filaments and a polymer with special characteristics allow to 
recreate a finish similar to wood.
It will surprise you¡

PLA Bronze
This filament will give a bright and attractive look to your 3D designs, do 
not hesitate to try this 3D filament.

PLA Translucent
The translucent filament allows the printing of parts of great resistance 
and smooth surface. In addition, this filament lets light through, which 
widens the range of possibilities for your creations.
Meets FDA dietary guidelines.
Available in several colors.

ABS
Made with raw materials from the United States. Durability and thermal 
resistance greater than 60º. Uniform diameter without bubbles for exce-
llent finishes.

Weight 1kg 
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Flexible Filament 
Made with raw materials from the United States
High elasticity and resistance to abrasion. This flexible Colido fila-
ment also allows remarkable adhesion between the layers of the part.

Filament PETG
Made with raw materials from the United States
The mechanical characteristics of the PETG filament are very 
favorable for 3D printing. The essential filament for 3D printing.

Weight 1kg 

Weight 0,920 kg 

Weight 1kg 

3D printer filaments

Filament PA (Nylon)
Made with raw materials from the United States
The most remarkable feature of this type of filament is the hardness 
it gives to 3D printed parts. These parts can receive shocks and 
support the weight without deforming. Perfect for industrial parts

Filament PC+
Get perfect finishes without distortions.
Other equipment developed by Colido for the production of industrial 
parts: interior parts for cars, household appliances, etc. Consistent 
and without distortion.

Weight 1kg
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Filaments PEN 3D LT
Unleash your creativity with the original CoLiDo 3D LT PEN filament 
packs. You will have a wide variety of colors to create your 3D figures.

Filaments PEN 3D
With the 3D PEN filament packs, you will have a wide variety of colors 
to create your 3D figures and give free rein to your creativity. Likewise, 
its straight design facilitates its insertion into the 3D PEN, which makes 
changing the filament more comfortable, simple and quick..

Cleaning filament 
Portable, easy to use and safe
The best option to leave your extruder as new. Periodic use of this ex-
clusive filament in your 3D printer will protect your equipment from obs-
tructions and make the filament flow smooth and continuous. In this 
way, we make sure that 3D printing is a stable and very precise process..

Weight 0,1 kg

3D Printer filaments 

Pack filaments 6 rolls

Lenght 5 metres
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Spares

Crystal Plateform

Plastic Plateform

3D- Crystal plateform PLA Colido 2.0 / 2.0 plus / 3.0 / 3.0 wifi

3D- Crystal plateform ABS Colido 2.0 / 2.0 Plus/ 3.0 / 3.0 wifi

3D- Crystal plateform PLA for Colido M2020

3D- Crystal plateform ABS for Colido M2020

3D- Crystal plateform ABS for Colido X3045

3D- Crystal plateform PLA for Colido X30453D- Crystal plateform PLA for Colido X3045

3D- Plastic platform 200*200mm X for DIY

3D- Plastic platform 130*130mm X for Compact

¡Sin
Lacas!

Extruders

Noozles 

3D- Extruder complete set Colido 2.0 / 2.0 Plus / DIY / X3045/ M2020

3D - Extruder set 3.0/3.0 wifi/ X3045/ M2020 “Cable Plano”

3D - Extruder complete set Colido D1315

3D- Extruder noozle Colido 2.0 plus/ 3.0 wifi/ DIY / X3045/ M2020

3D- Extruder noozle with cable for DIY

3D- Extruder noozle with cable for Colido Compact

3D - Extruder noozle for Compact (new version)
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Coatings

 Perfection for finishing your 3D printed parts 

Coatings CoLiDo
The surface coating liquid allows you to personalize your printed object according 
to its original color. Liquid coats the printed object and creates a smooth, high 
quality gloss finish.

Transparent coating 60 ml

Yellow coating 60 ml

Red coating 60 ml

Pearl blue coating 60 ml

Spares

Top cover 3D printer X3045 (New version)

Top cover 3D printer X3045 (1ª version)

Levelling Cards
3D - Pack 3 Unit upgrade platform

Panel LCD DIY

Printer cover X3045

3D-Panel LCD DIY / Compact
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Pen 3D

Easy to use, safe and fun

CoLiDo Pen 3D LT
Safe, light and portable 
The developers of Colido have designed this PEN 3D LT specially designed 
for the little ones. No need for high temperatures to extrude the material, this 
3D PEN for children uses eco-plastic materials offering greater ease of use 
and safety.

CoLiDo Pen 3D
Safe, light and portable 
The Colido brand professional 3D PENs incorporate technological innova-
tions to offer the most remarkable products in the sector. Colido’s PEN 3D 
has a self-retracting nozzle and an aluminum structure that gives total safety 
to the device when not in use.

Construction 
volume

Unlimited

Filament type Low temperature filament

Printing 
temperature

40ºC

Input voltage 5v

Power 5W

Construction 
volume

Unlimited

Filament 
diameter

1.75 mm

Printing 
temperature

PLA 200ºC - ABS 230ºC

Input voltage 5v

Power 10W
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Three different ways to create, design and profit by 3D

Draw in 2D, create in 3D
The application includes a simple 
image editor to draw directly on the 
screen, with photo clipping tools, a 
palette of brushes, a fill, an eraser, 
etc.

From paper to reality
Thanks to the webcam, you can 
capture drawings made on paper 
by children or users.

Your images come to life
2D images, drawings or photos can 
be loaded from computer folders.

Software  
Dibuprint 3D BASIC 
1 Licence

Software  
Dibuprint 3D Education 
25 Licenes

Software  
Dibuprint 3D Education 
10 Licences

Software  
Dibuprint 3D BASIC 
50 Licences

LICENCE

1
LICENCES

10

LICENCES

50
LICENCES

25



C/ Sierra Calderona 1
Pto. Sagunto, Valencia
Tel. +34 961 188 330

info@it3d.com

www.it3d.com


